Oggetto: Bando di concorso per l’attribuzione della Boris Dubrovin Medal 2020.

IL DIRETTORE

VISTO Il D.D. n. 68 del 03.02.2020 “Regolamento per l’attribuzione della Boris Dubrovin Medal”
VISTA la delibera del Senato Accademico dd. 21.01.2020;
VISTA la delibera del Consiglio di Amministrazione dd. 28.01.2020;
ACCERTATA la disponibilità finanziaria;
CONSIDERATO di dover provvedere.

DECRETA


Art. 2 - I requisiti, i tempi e le modalità della selezione sono specificati nell’allegato bando di concorso che costituisce parte integrante del presente decreto

IL DIRETTORE prof. Stefano Ruffo (firmato digitalmente)

/ri
Boris Dubrovin Medal

The Boris Dubrovin Medal in memory of Boris Anatolievich Dubrovin, Professor at SISSA from 1993 to 2019, is awarded by SISSA, with the support of the Moscow Mathematical Society, the “Gruppo Nazionale per la Fisica Matematica” (GNFM) and the “Gruppo Nazionale per le Strutture Algebriche, Geometriche e le loro Applicazioni” (GNSAGA), which are part of the Istituto Nazionale di Alta Matematica (INDAM).

The award recognizes exceptionally promising young researchers who have already made outstanding contributions to the fields of mathematical physics and geometry.

Requirements

The recipient, with no restriction on the nationality, must have defended her/his Ph.D thesis after 01.01.2008. The eligibility period is extended in case of maternity (2 year extension for each child born before 30.04.2020).

Nomination procedure and deadline

Nomination can be submitted by researchers active in the fields of the award. Self-nominations and nominations by the Ph.D. advisors are not accepted. Nominations must be sent to dubrovin_medal@sissa.it no later than 30.04.2020.

The nomination should contain an overview of the candidate results (maximum 2 A4 pages). Furthermore the nomination should contain:

1. The candidate name and institution
2. The year of the candidate Ph.D
3. The nominator name, institution and e-mail address (to confirm receipt of the nomination)
4. Professional relation between the nominator and the candidate
5. The list of papers on which the nomination is based
6. A short CV of the candidate

Results

The results of the selection will be notified to the sponsor and to the candidate by late May - early June.
The recipient will be awarded a medal and an allowance for travel and accommodation to the award ceremony that will be held in SISSA the 13th of July during the conference “Integrable systems in geometry and Mathematical Physics in memory of Boris Dubrovin” 13-17 July 2020. The recipient will also receive a monetary prize of € 3,500,00 (€ 1,000,00 awarded by SISSA-Medialab and € 2,500,00 by the Illy Foundation)

The regulation of the Boris Dubrovin Medal is available at the following page: https://math.sissa.it/content/boris-dubrovin-medal

For further information, please contact the Students’ Secretariat: phd@sissa.it

As per Legislative Decree 30.06.03 n.196, and of the European Regulation 2016/679 (General Data Protection Regulation), we inform that all data given to this Administration will be processed only for purposes related to and instrumental to the existing contract, in compliance with the provisions in force.

The Director
Prof. Stefano Ruffo